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Unmanned aircraft system advances health mapping of fragile polar vegetation
Abstract
1. Plants like mosses can be sensitive stress markers of subtle shifts in Arctic and Antarctic
environmental conditions, including climate change. Traditional ground-based monitoring of fragile polar
vegetation is, however, invasive, labour intensive and physically demanding. High-resolution multispectral
satellite observations are an alternative, but even their recent highest achievable spatial resolution is still
inadequate, resulting in a significant underestimation of plant health due to spectral mixing and
associated reflectance impurities.
2. To resolve these obstacles, we have developed a new method that uses low-altitude unmanned aircraft
system (UAS) hyperspectral images of sub-decimeter spatial resolution. Machine-learning support vector
regressions (SVR) were employed to infer Antarctic moss vigour from quantitative remote sensing maps
of plant canopy chlorophyll content and leaf density. The same maps were derived for comparison
purposes from the WorldView-2 high spatial resolution (2.2 m) multispectral satellite data.
3. We found SVR algorithms to be highly efficient in estimating plant health indicators with acceptable
root mean square errors (RMSE). The systematic RMSEs for chlorophyll content and leaf density were
3.5-6.0 and 1.3-2.0 times smaller, respectively, than the unsystematic errors. However, application of
correctly trained SVR machines on space-borne multispectral images considerably underestimated moss
chlorophyll content, while stress indicators retrieved from UAS data were found to be comparable with
independent field measurements, providing statistically significant regression coefficients of
determination (median r2 = .50, pt test = .0072).
4. This study demonstrates the superior performance of a cost-efficient UAS mapping platform, which
can be deployed even under the continuous cloud cover that often obscures optical high-altitude airborne
and satellite observations. Antarctic moss vigour maps of appropriate resolution could provide timely and
spatially explicit warnings of environmental stress events, including those triggered by climate change.
Since our polar vegetation health assessment method is based on physical principles of quantitative
spectroscopy, it could be adapted to other short-stature and fragmented plant communities (e.g. tundra
grasslands), including alpine and desert regions. It therefore shows potential to become an operational
component of any ecological monitoring sensor network.
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Abstract
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1. Plants like mosses can be sensitive stress markers of subtle shifts in Arctic and Antarctic
environmental conditions, including climate change. Traditional ground-based
monitoring of fragile polar vegetation is, however, invasive, labor intensive and
physically demanding. High-resolution multispectral satellite observations are an
alternative, but even their recent highest achievable spatial resolution is still inadequate,
resulting in a significant underestimation of plant health due to spectral mixing and
associated reflectance impurities.

2. To resolve these obstacles, we have developed a new method that uses low-altitude
unmanned aircraft system (UAS) hyperspectral images of sub-decimeter spatial
resolution. Machine-learning support vector regressions (SVR) were employed to infer
Antarctic moss vigor from quantitative remote sensing maps of plant canopy chlorophyll
content and leaf density. The same maps were derived for comparison purposes from the
WorldView-2 high spatial resolution (2.2 m) multispectral satellite data.

3. We found SVR algorithms to be highly efficient in estimating plant health indicators
with acceptable root mean square errors (RMSE). The systematic RMSEs for chlorophyll
content and leaf density were 3.5–6.0 and 1.3–2.0 times smaller, respectively, than the
unsystematic errors. However, application of correctly trained SVR machines on spaceborne multispectral images considerably underestimated moss chlorophyll content, while
stress indicators retrieved from UAS data were found to be comparable with independent
field measurements, providing statistically significant regression coefficients of
determination (median r2 = 0.50, pt-test = 0.0072).

4. This study demonstrates the superior performance of a cost-efficient UAS mapping
platform, which can be deployed even under the continuous cloud cover that often
obscures optical high-altitude airborne and satellite observations. Antarctic moss vigor
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maps of appropriate resolution could provide timely and spatially explicit warnings of
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environmental stress events, including those triggered by climate change. Since our polar
vegetation health assessment method is based on physical principles of quantitative
spectroscopy, it could be adapted to other short-stature and fragmented plant
communities (e.g. tundra grasslands), including alpine and desert regions. It therefore
shows potential to become an operational component of any ecological monitoring
sensor network.

Keywords: Antarctic moss stress, quantitative imaging spectroscopy, multispectral and
hyperspectral remote sensing, satellite and airborne mapping, UAV, UAS, chlorophyll
content, effective leaf density, relative plant vigor.

Tweetable abstract
1. We developed a new non-invasive remote sensing method to assess health of shortstature Antarctic vegetation.

2. Imaging spectroscopy combined with machine-learning algorithms provides maps of
quantitative moss stress indicators.

3. Unlike high-resolution satellite data analyses, unmanned aircraft estimates correspond
with ground observations of moss vigor.

4. Assessments using hyperspectral UAS sensing offer new efficient ways to monitor small
stature terrestrial ecosystems.

Introduction
The polar regions are characterized by short-stature (ground hugging) cryptogamic vegetation
(mosses, liverworts, lichens and algae) that occupies scattered ice-free Arctic and Antarctic
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habitats (Convey et al. 2014). This flora survives some of the most hostile conditions on
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Earth, exacerbated by the recent impacts of climate change and ozone depletion (Convey et al.
2009; Turner et al. 2014; Robinson & Erickson 2015). Its life is a permanent balancing act
between acquisition of life-sustaining resources and protection against potentially lethal
disturbances. As such, these plant communities serve as critical markers of subtle, but
essential spatial and temporal changes in polar terrestrial ecosystems (Newsham & Robinson
2009; Clarke et al. 2012; Royles et al. 2013; Bramley–Alves et al. 2015). Regular and
spatially representative monitoring of their health can provide us with a unique early-warning
system for environmental shifts (Brabyn et al. 2005; Robinson et al. 2005; Wasley et al.
2006; Turnbull & Robinson 2009; Guglielmin et al. 2014), for example arctic greening and
subsequent browning (Phoenix & Bjerke 2016). Traditional field investigation is, however,
physically and methodologically challenging (Wasley et al. 2012), requiring several people to
perform invasive manual sampling and in-situ measurements during short summer seasons
characterized by rapid weather changes. A fast and efficient remote sensing method, which
eliminates these hurdles while providing health assessment with comparable accuracy, is the
preferred solution.
Various approaches using remotely sensed imaging spectroscopy data have been

developed for mapping traits of terrestrial vegetation at different spatial scales (Ač et al.
2009; Malenovský et al. 2013; Pottier et al. 2014; Skidmore et al. 2015; Asner et al. 2016,
2017). Since optical remote sensing can be conducted from several platforms simultaneously
(ground, towers, drones, aircraft and satellites), it provides the potential to merge information
acquired at different spatial scales (from leaves, shoots, branches, crowns to canopies) with
the temporal scale of dynamic ecosystem processes (e.g. plant photosynthetic and/or stress
physiological reactions). This unique ability plays an essential role in multi-scale ecological
observational networks, as for example within the National Ecological Observatory Network
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(NEON) (Kampe et al. 2010). The spatio-temporal scaling capabilities of the three most
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frequently used remote sensing techniques, i.e. radiative transfer modeling, spectral unmixing and multi sensor data fusion, have been reviewed by Malenovský et al. (2007).
Despite the rapid development in spectral digital imaging technology (both hardware and
software), there will always be an operational trade-off between the spatial/spectral and
temporal resolutions of high-altitude airborne and satellite images. In particular, insufficient
resolution and sampling frequencies create significant methodological limitations in
monitoring the spatially extensive, but patchy and temporally dynamic, short-stature
vegetation communities that dominate montane, tundra, polar, arid and semi-arid landscapes.
Although space-borne mapping of these spatially fragmented vegetation types has intensified
with the availability of multispectral satellite images of relatively high spatial resolution
(approximately 2 m) (Bricher et al. 2013; Shin et al. 2014; Liu & Treitz 2016), its operational
use remains limited. For example, in the Antarctic operational obstacles include frequent
cloud cover and instrument performance constraints, e.g. coarse spectral resolution and
unacceptably long satellite revisit intervals (polar summers last just a few months).
Modern unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), also known as drones, can bridge the

observational gap between detailed, but laborious and spatially limited field measurements
and satellite images covering extensive areas at a relatively coarse resolution. In this study,
we introduce a new non-invasive approach for measuring health in short-stature plant
functional types, which scales ground-measured spectral signatures up to UAS spectral
observations using a machine-learning method. The method is based on hyperspectral images
of sub-decimeter spatial resolution, acquired with low-altitude imaging spectroscopy UAS
(Lucieer et al. 2014a; Aasen et al. 2015). We compare the ability of multispectral satellite
and hyperspectral UAS image data with the highest achievable spatial resolution to map plant
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environmental stress indicators using the moss-dominated coastal ecosystems of East
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Antarctica as a model plant community.

Materials and methods
STUDY SITES, SPECIES AND PLANT CHARACTERISTICS

The study was conducted in the Windmill Islands of East Antarctica (Figure 1) at two pilot
research sites: Antarctic Specially Protected Area 135 (ASPA; 66.282°S, 110.539°E) and
Robinson Ridge (Robbos; 66.368°S, 110.586°E) (Clarke & Robinson 2008; Robinson et al.
2015). The ice-free habitats of this region support some of the most extensive and bestdeveloped moss-beds on Continental Antarctica. Summer melt water, in streams and melt
lakes, sustains populations of three moss species including the Antarctic endemic moss
Schistidium antarctici (Cardot) L.I. Savicz & Smirnova, and two cosmopolitan species,
Bryum pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.) Gaertn., Meyer & Scherb. and Ceratodon purpureus
(Hedw.) Brid.
These mosses are able to freeze and thaw, as well as desiccate and rehydrate, without

losing chlorophyll pigments (Lovelock et al. 1995). Barring extreme stress, such as chronic
photoinhibition, chlorophyll content is likely to change relatively slowly (days) in relation to
environmental light exposure (Robinson et al. 2005) and other chronic environmental stresses
enhanced from time to time by intensive acute disturbances. Effective leaf density (ELD),
measured by counting the number of leaflets within a given length of gametophyte stem
(Robinson et al. 2005), is a morphological and canopy structural stress indicator that
responds to both growth form (changing within days) and hydration state (changing rapidly
within minutes to hours). In the long term, a range of environmental pressures may reduce
stem elongation and increase leaf density (Potters et al. 2009; Waite & Sack 2010; Clarke et
al. 2012). In the short term, effective leaf density can increase rapidly as a result of sudden
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reversible leaf shrinking and curling due to water loss (for more details see Malenovský et al.
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2015).

REMOTE SENSING VEGETATION STRESS INDICATORS

Physiological fitness of plants, including Antarctic mosses, can be empirically inferred from

spectral vegetation indices (Jackson & Huete 1991), which are mathematical transformations
of remotely sensed light reflected by vegetation canopies (Myneni et al. 1995). An example
is the red edge inflection point (REIP), which represents the wavelength of the maximum
slope of the prominent increase in vegetation reflectance between 680 and 750 nm (Horler et
al. 1983). Stress indication from vegetation indices is, however, often physiologically
ambiguous. Although shifts in the REIP, from longer to shorter wavelengths, can indicate
plant stress exposure, they can be caused by various factors: i) geometrical changes in leaf
angularity (plant wilting), ii) sudden declines in green chlorophyll pigments (foliage
discoloration; Phoenix & Bjerke 2016), iii) decreases in foliage biomass (leaf shedding) or
iv) a combination of these and other features (Vogelmann et al. 1993).
To distinguish and separate the different types and causes of Antarctic moss stress

reactions, we based our assessment on spectral retrievals of the two quantitative traits: i) total
chlorophyll a and b content (Cab; nanomoles of chlorophyll a and b molecules per gram dry
weight) and ii) effective leaf density (ELD; mean number of leaflets per millimeter of moss
gametophyte). Declines in Cab indicate biochemical changes within the cell, while high ELD
suggests slow growth and/or acute turf desiccation.

LABORATORY SPECTRAL EXPERIMENTS

Our nonintrusive remote sensing method expands upon a series of spectral droughtrehydration experiments conducted with small patches of Antarctic moss turf at Casey
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Station (66.283°S, 110.527°E) by Malenovský et al. (2015) in 2013 and spectral baseline
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measurements performed in 1999 by Lovelock & Robinson (2002). New imaging
spectroscopy retrieval methods were successfully developed for remote sensing estimation of
the two biophysical stress indicators, Cab and ELD, using support vector regression (SVR)
algorithms (Smola & Schölkopf 2004). Chlorophyll a and b content was estimated from moss
canopy continuum-removed reflectance (i.e., reflectance normalized to a common baseline)
of specific chlorophyll absorption wavelengths (648–715 nm) and ELD from reflectance of
near infrared wavelengths (708–782 nm). A single indicator of moss relative vigor (RVI) was
inferred by combining the retrieved estimates for Cab and ELD, which were scaled (0–1) and
subsequently averaged. Malenovský et al. (2015) demonstrated that this approach is
transferable from standardized laboratory spectral measurements to ground-based Antarctic
moss hyperspectral images of matching wavelengths acquired at different field locations.
This study scales the approach further to airborne (UAS) and WorldView-2 (WV2) satellite
spectral imagery.

WORLDVIEW-2 SATELLITE IMAGE DATA

The 8-band multispectral WV2 images (DigitalGlobe, Inc., Westminster, Colorado, USA) of
the Windmill Islands were acquired on 30 January 2011 for Robbos and 7 February 2011 for
ASPA. Preceding data analysis, satellite images require specific processing that transforms
the recorded signal from sensor units to units of radiance and corrects for confounding optical
effects of atmospheric gases and aerosols, particularly their light scattering and absorption.
Radiometric calibration, converting the 11-bit image of digital counts to physically
meaningful radiance, was performed with WV2 calibration coefficients available in the
ENVI/IDL image processing software (Harris Geospatial Solutions/Exelis Visual Information
Solutions, Inc., Boulder, Colorado, USA). Atmospheric correction was carried out with the
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fast line-of-sight atmospheric analysis of hypercubes (FLAASH) module. A mid-winter
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latitude atmospheric scenario was selected with a visibility of 40 km. The water vapor
column multiplier was derived from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) water vapor products (MOS08_D3), resulting in a water vapor column of 0.443 cm
(30 January 2011) and 0.377 cm (7 February 2011). The required satellite sensor zenith and
azimuth angles were derived from the WV2 metadata. The resulting reflectance images were
projected into the Universal Transverse Mercator map coordinate system (UTM Zone 49
South, datum WGS84) at a pixel resolution of 2.2 m.
Moss health assessment was performed only for WV2 pixels with > 50% abundance

of vigorous moss. In the first step, pixels containing moss of any physiological state were
identified by computing the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI; Tucker 1979)
from reflectance of red (630–690 nm) and first near infrared (770–895 nm) WV2 bands and
selecting those with NDVI > 0.60. This step separated parts of images containing just abiotic
material from those also containing some percentage of biotic material, i.e. moss canopy. In
the second step, we filtered out pixels that contained predominantly bare soil with rocks
and/or moss in an extremely stressed stage, designated as moribund (nearly dead), i.e. pixels
with abundance of vigorous moss ≤ 50%. The spectrally pure reference signature of the
vigorous moss was identified through calculating a minimum noise transformation and the
pixel purity index from pixels selected in the first step. The spectral mixture tuned matched
filtering (MTMF) technique was then applied to compute the relative similarity with the moss
reference spectrum and to approximate the sub-pixel abundance of mosses. Finally, we
identified pixels containing > 50% of vigorous moss.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT IMAGING SPECTROSCOPY DATA
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The design and basic description of the unmanned aircraft imaging spectroscopy system
(UAS) deployed in Antarctica are depicted in Fig. 2. The UAS consisted of a microHyperspec (Headwall Photonics, Inc., Fitchburg, Massachusetts, USA) visible and near
infrared pushbroom imaging spectrometer mounted to an Aeronavics Skyjib multirotor
heavy-lift

airframe.

The

micro-Hyperspec,

equipped

with

an

objective

of

8 mm focal length, a field of view (FOV) of 49.8°, a slit entrance of 25 μm and a 12-bit
charge-coupled device (CCD) of 1004 pixels, was set in a binned mode with the frame period
and integration time of 20 ms, resulting in a maximum rate of 50 frames s−1. It was flown in
stabilized mode 11 m above ground level at a constant speed of 2.5 m s−1, while acquiring
imagery of 162 spectral bands between 361 and 961 nm, with a bandwidth from 4.75 to 5.25
nm and a spatial resolution of 5.0 cm. The UAS was operated manually, as its autopilot
instruments did not navigate reliably due to local deviations in Earth’s magnetic field in polar
regions (e.g. -100 declination at Casey Station). Hyperspectral images of two, approximately
30 m long and 10 m wide, transects were acquired at the ASPA site on 2 and 8 February 2013
(clear sky conditions). Two additional images were collected at Robbos on 5 and 6 February
2013 (full overcast conditions) – see Supporting Information Video S1.
Similarly to satellite images, the raw hyperspectral data was radiometrically

standardized and corrected for atmospheric interferences. Spectral values of reflected light
recorded in 12-bit digital counts were converted to physical units of at-sensor radiance (mW
cm2 sr−1 μm−1) and to relative reflectance by applying sensor-specific radiometric calibration
coefficients and an empirical line atmospheric correction as described in Lucieer et al.
(2014a) – see Supporting Information Video S2. Per-band radiometric calibration coefficients
for the micro-Hyperspec sensor were obtained by measuring four known (pre-calibrated)
spatially homogeneous light intensities produced in a certified optical integrating sphere
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USR-SR 2000S (Labsphere, Inc., North Sutton, New Hampshire, USA). Atmospheric
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correction coefficients were computed by coupling laboratory-measured reflectance of five
spectral calibration panels (near-Lambertian flat reflectance responses ranging from 5 to
70%) with radiance values of the same panels recorded and extracted from UAS microHyperspec images of both study sites.
The accuracy of the resulting UAS reflectance was verified against ground

measurements of several spatially homogeneous natural targets. Reflectance of six large
rocks and nine green moss patches was collected just after hyperspectral image acquisitions
with an ASD HandHeld-2 spectroradiometer (ASD, Inc. & PANalytical, Boulder, Colorado,
USA). Their reflectance signatures, extracted from remotely sensed UAS data, were found to
be fully comparable with the independent ground-based measurements (see Supporting
Information Data S1 and Data S2).
To facilitate production of geographically correct maps, the hyperspectral images

were orthorectified with detailed (1 cm resolution) three-dimensional digital surface models
that were derived from multiple overlapping UAS-collected orthophotographs (Lucieer et al.
2014b). Each image was subsequently transformed into the map coordinate system of
WGS84 UTM zone 49 South by a rubber sheeting triangulation using 50 evenly distributed
artificial ground control points (aluminum discs). The control points were coordinated with
survey-grade real-time kinematic global positioning system (GPS) receivers, achieving an
absolute geometric accuracy of 2 to 4 cm. Geocoded flight lines were mosaicked per site in a
single airborne image (Fig. 3a).
The high spatial resolution of the UAS mosaics (5 cm) allowed detection of spectrally

pure pixels containing only moss turf. Narrow bands at 670.55 and 800.34 nm were
transformed to NDVI, and non-vegetated pixels with NDVI < 0.75 were masked out. A
threshold of a modified triangular vegetation index 2 (Haboudane et al. 2004) MTVI2 ≥ 0.25
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enabled us to distinguish pixels containing moribund moss from pixels of vigorous moss
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canopy (Fig. 3b). Only the latter class was used in SVR-based estimation of stress indicators
and health assessment.

SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSIONS

The application of machine learning in remote sensing and geosciences in general has grown
rapidly in recent years (Lary et al. 2016). These modern techniques have several advantages,
when compared to traditional statistical approaches (e.g. regressions), they: i) cope well with
large high-dimensional datasets of non-normally distributed variables, ii) are robust to model
overfitting, and iii) can generalize a prediction problem even with limited training samples.
Additionally, they also have an in-built mechanism for quantifying model fit and input
variable importance (Üstün et al. 2007). Random forest (Belgiu & Drăguţ 2016) and support
vector machines (Mountrakis et al. 2011) were applied to classify land cover types, but also
to estimate quantitative parameters of vegetation from remotely sensed images (Verrelst et al.
2015). We used the epsilon-SVR training optimization technique with the nonlinear Gaussian
radial basis function (RBF) kernel to estimate Cab and ELD as described in Malenovský et al.
(2015). The laboratory reflectance measurements of moss canopies, acquired in 2013 and
1999 with a sampling interval of 1 nm, were first convolved in bandwidths and spectral
sampling intervals of WV2 and micro-Hyperspec sensors in accordance with their specific
spectral response functions. After this preprocessing, they were coupled with corresponding
Cab and ELD values and scaled by assigning the mean of each dataset to zero and its
standard deviation to one. The epsilon-SVR, available in the C++ library for support vector
machines known as LIBSVM, was presented with the moss spectral characteristics as inputs
and their related biochemical/physical traits as outputs. A dual optimization grid-search,
combined with a five-fold cross-validation that prevents overfitting of a trained model, was
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applied to find the best-performing prediction models with the minimum mean square error
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(MSE) between estimated and provided outputs.
The optimization identified four continuum-removed WV2 reflectance bands located

between 546 and 724 nm and 20 UAS bands positioned between 648 and 719 nm,
respectively, as the most suitable SVR inputs to predict Cab. Three WV2 reflectance bands
from 724 to 908 nm and 21 UAS bands from 708 to 782 nm, respectively, were found to be
the most optimal for estimation of ELD. Cab predicting SVR algorithms were trained with
WV2 and/or UAS convolved laboratory measurements collected in 2013 (n = 54) and
validated with measurements from 1999 (n = 49). Since leaf density of moss samples was
measured only in 1999, the dataset was split into 2/3 training (n = 49) and 1/3 testing samples
(n = 24), while maintaining the Gaussian distributions of leaf densities in both subsets. Once
properly trained, the models were executed in a prediction mode. Although the best
performing WV2 and UAS regressions used less spectral inputs of different bandwidths, they
produced Cab and ELD estimates of similar accuracies (Fig. 4). This is attributed to high
spectral purity and good signal-to-noise ratio of moss reflectance measured in the laboratory.
The best-performing SVR models were applied per pixel on vigorous moss canopies

identified in WV2 and hyperspectral UAS images. Cab and ELD per-pixel estimates (Fig. 5
and 6) were scaled between zero and their largest value obtained in the laboratory (i.e. Cab of
1500 nmol gdw−1 and ELD of 15 leaves mm−1). Scaled values of Cab and inverted ELD were
averaged to assess the relative moss vigor (RVI), where RVI = 100% indicates optimally
growing healthy moss, whereas RVI = 0% reveals moss highly stressed by unfavorable
conditions.
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GROUND-BASED VERIFICATION OF REMOTE SENSING INDICATORS
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Verification of remotely sensed moss health indicators was performed with data from a longterm monitoring project of Windmill Islands’ plant communities. We utilized several
permanent quadrat locations, which were established at ASPA and Robbos study sites in
2003 (Australian Antarctic Data Centre, 2009; Wasley et al. 2012). Digital red-green-blue
(RGB) composite photographs of these quadrats, taken between 16 and 27 January 2013 with
a Sony DSC-HX9V camera (Sony Corp., Tokyo, Japan), were processed in a semi-automatic
way, which reduced time requirements and subjectivity of manual processing and ensured
consistency of image interpretation. The photographs were imported into the ArcGIS
geographical information system (ESRI, Redlands, California, USA), spatially scaled to the
real quadrat size (25x25 cm) and georeferenced to their corresponding GPS locations.
Polygons defining physical borders and masking out large rocks were digitized over each
quadrat. The pre-processed images and masks were imported into the eCognition software
(Definiens Imaging GmbH, München, Germany) for object-based image analysis (OBIA) and
semi-automatic

classification.

Optimal

settings

for

multi-resolution

image

object

segmentation were determined using the estimation of scale parameter (ESP) tool (Drǎguţ et
al. 2010). Image segmentation was performed using a scale parameter of 33, with parameters
of color/shape set at 0.9/0.1 and smoothness/compactness at 0.5/0.5. The subsequent OBIA
image classification, which used a set of rules related to RGB band digital value thresholds,
was applied to separate vegetation within the quadrats into healthy, stressed and moribund
moss, in addition to a class of residual stones. Results of the OBIA classification of selected
images were compared with outputs of a visual classification, resulting in an overall accuracy
of 84%. The relative cover [%] of healthy, stressed and moribund moss, as quantified in 13
quadrats located in hyperspectral imagery, was compared to the UAS-based moss vigor
indicators to verify their validity. Validation of WV2 results was not performed due to
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incomparable scales (satellite pixel size of 4.84 m2 vs. size of field monitoring quadrats of
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0.0625 m2) and the 23-month gap between the WV2 image and field data collections.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Several tests were employed to assess the statistical significance of our results. Boxplot
diagrams, with the center point representing the median of compared datasets, were
constructed to demonstrate statistical differences between estimates from WV2 and UAS data.
If the notches of two boxplots do not overlap, one can conclude with 95% confidence that
their true medians differ. Interval endpoints are the extremes of the notches that correspond to
q2 – 1.57(q3 – q1)/√n and q2 + 1.57(q3 – q1)/√n, where q2 is the 50th percentile (median), q1
and q3 are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively, and n is the number of observations.
Points were drawn as outliers (open circles), if they were larger than q3 + w(q3 – q1) or
smaller than q1 – w(q3 – q1), where the length of whiskers w = 1.5 covered approximately
99.3% of normally distributed data.
Anticipated relationships between remotely sensed and ground measured variables

were tested via linear regressions and by computing comparative statistical indicators. The
coefficient of determination (r2) was used to assess how much of the variability in ground
truth derived from quadrat photographs (acting as independent variables) could be explained
by regressed spectral estimates of health (acting as dependent variables). The Student’s t-test
was applied to calculate probability (pt-test) of the linear regression slope being equal to zero.
Root mean square error (RMSE), including its systematic (RMSES) and unsystematic
(RMSEU) components, and a dimensionless index of agreement (d) provided more detailed
assessment of retrieval accuracies (Willmott 1981). If RMSES > RMSEU, then the retrieval
errors originate from the predictive SVR model and such models will always yield
systematically biased estimates. In the opposite situation (RMSES < RMSEU), the model is as
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good as it can be and the retrieval bias is caused by random errors originating from
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measurement inaccuracies and noise contamination. According to Willmott (1981), the index
of agreement indicates the degree to which the observed deviations of the mean
measurements correspond in magnitude and sign to the predicted deviations of mean
estimations. Full agreement between estimates and observations is denoted by
d = 1.0, whereas d = 0.0 signals their complete disagreement.

Results
REMOTELY SENSED INDICATORS OF ANTARCTIC MOSS HEALTH

The Cab and ELD estimates from moss reflectance acquired during indoor experiments at
Casey station and convolved to WV2 data were fully comparable with results of the
laboratory measurements converted into narrow hyperspectral UAS bands (Table 1). This is
despite the fact that SVR routines trained for WV2 data used fewer spectral bands of
considerably wider bandwidths. Although RMSES were found to be slightly higher for WV2,
they were significantly lower than the corresponding RMSEU for both WV2 and UAS results.
This indicates that prediction errors are primarily caused by random noise in the model
training and validation datasets, while the design of the predictive models is optimal and does
not need any further improvements. Almost identical errors (RMSE of 242.6 and 238.3 nmol
gdw−1, and 1.9 and 1.8 leaves mm−1 for WV2 and UAS, respectively) suggest that SVR
algorithms can use just 3−4 input spectral bands of appropriate wavelengths to estimate Cab
and ELD with the best achievable accuracy, but only if trained with and applied to spectrally
clean (100% pure) moss reflectance, as is the case for laboratory measurements.
Multispectral WV2 and hyperspectral UAS images were acquired at two research

sites, ASPA 135 and Robbos, in February 2011 and 2013, respectively. The best-performing
SVR algorithms were applied to multispectral WV2 pixels containing greater than 50% and
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hyperspectral UAS pixels containing 100% of vigorous moss canopies. Interpretation of local
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RVI maps (Fig. 7) for the ASPA research site illustrates clearly the inadequate spatial
resolution of WV2 satellite images. The map originating from UAS imagery (Fig. 7b) shows
a continuous pattern of RVI with a coherent contextual progression of high values (> 50%)
following the locally observed water drainage streams (Fig. 7c). In contrast, the pattern
obtained from WV2 data (Fig. 7a) is scattered and discontinuous, with the equivalent water
drainage locations exhibiting low RVI (< 40%). This disparity is caused by confounding
objects inside the 4.84 m2 large WV2 pixels, particularly moribund moss, small pools, rocks,
stones and bare soil, causing contamination of the vigorous moss-dominated spectral signal.
The much smaller pixels of the UAS imagery (0.0025 m2) allow spatial delineation and
removal of these objects.
Although ELD estimates obtained from WV2 and UAS data are similar (Fig. 8b), the

means of WV2 Cab values are more than 1.7 times lower than UAS estimates (Fig. 8a),
triggering systematic underestimation in WV2 vigor assessments (Fig. 8c). The boxplots
illustrate that ELD distributions are comparable (ELD medians: WV2 ~ 9.5 and 10.0 vs. UAS
~ 8.4 and 8.2 leaves mm−1), whereas WV2 distributions of Cab estimates are shifted towards
lower values (Cab medians: WV2 ~ 295.1 and 278.4 vs. UAS ~ 545.3 and 502.1 nmol gdw−1).
The WV2 RVI values are almost half the UAS ones (RVI medians: WV2 ~ 28.0 and 25.0 vs.
UAS ~ 40.2 and 40.2%), due to the coarse WV2 spatial resolution causing spectral
contamination of the moss chlorophyll absorption signal (650–720 nm) by higher reflectance
of surrounding abiotic surfaces and moribund mosses.

CORRESPONDENCE OF UAS MAPS WITH GROUND OBSERVATIONS

The reliability of UAS maps was assessed using the 13 photographs of long-term monitoring
vegetation quadrats, taken in January 2013, which were captured and located on
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hyperspectral flight lines. Relative abundance of healthy, stressed and moribund moss (Fig.
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9) was plotted against quantitative health indicators obtained at the same locations from UAS
flights about two weeks later. The most significant positive linear relationship was obtained
between relative amounts of healthy moss and mean RVI (r2 = 0.71, pt-test < 0.0003), followed
by mean Cab (r2 = 0.64, pt-test < 0.0010; Fig. 9a). Since increased stress is associated with
decreasing RVI and Cab values, significant negative relationships were revealed between
relative abundance of moribund and/or stressed moss and mean RVI and/or Cab estimates (r2
= 0.54, pt-test < 0.0040 and r2 = 0.60, pt-test < 0.0020; Fig. 9c, and r2 = 0.50, pt-test < 0.0072 and
r2 = 0.41, pt-test < 0.0185; Fig. 9b, respectively). Although weaker regressions were found for
mean ELD predictions (healthy moss: r2 = 0.46, pt-test < 0.0105, stressed: r2=0.39, pt-test <
0.0226, and moribund: r2=0.24, pt-test < 0.0921), the combination of Cab and ELD in RVI
resulted in highly significant relationships, which support the UAS-derived RVI map as a
reliable measure of actual moss health.

Discussion
ADVANTAGES AND DIFFICULTIES OF SPECTRAL UAS MONITORING

This study demonstrates that remote sensing imaging spectroscopy can assess stress in smallstature vegetation with comparable performance and greater efficiency than traditional
ground techniques. Physical laboratory and field measurements, however, are and will remain
essential for calibration and validation of such remote sensing methods. Spectrally mixed
reflectance of WV2 satellite pixels containing less than 50% of spatially and temporally
varying abiotic surfaces (e.g. rocks of different mineral compositions) caused
underestimation of chlorophyll content. The relatively large and spectrally heterogeneous
contribution of rock surfaces to the reflectance of WV2 pixels obscures subtle differences and
changes in moss spectral signatures. The subsequent decrease in moss vigor could be
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incorrectly interpreted as indicating a decline in moss ecosystem health. Our new approach,
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using UAS hyperspectral images with a spatial resolution guaranteeing spectrally clean
reflectance of any moss turf larger than 0.01 m2, delivered unbiased stress assessment. This
superior performance of UAS is, however, not due to the higher number of spectral bands
with narrower bandwidths, but in this case results from its more detailed spatial resolution,
which matches the size of the spatially fragmented moss patches. The results presented in Fig.
4 demonstrate that any spectrometer with about 4-6 suitably defined spectral bands should be
able to accurately retrieve these moss traits. Therefore, a smaller, lighter and cheaper
multispectral device could be sufficient for assessing the health of short stature vegetation
communities in a quantitative manner. Nevertheless, this theoretical potential must be further
investigated and practically tested before being recommended as a suitable UAS monitoring
practice.
Space-borne maps derived from passive optical instruments are usually distributed as

temporal composites of several satellite overpasses from consecutive days or even weeks.
The temporal integration removes obscuring effects of clouds and their shadows, but this
approach also reduces the temporal resolution of satellite maps and hence limits our ability to
quickly identify sudden tipping points of ecosystems under stress. Unlike satellite sensors,
UAS platforms can fly on demand and even collect data below clouds during overcast
conditions. The signal-to-noise ratio of the micro-Hyperspec UAS spectrometer used in this
study was sufficient to perform moss assessment even under full cloud conditions (indirect
diffuse irradiation; see Supporting Information Video S1), which prevail over clear-sky days
in the coastal parts of East Antarctica. Under the assumption that spectrometers of
comparable spectral quality will be used, UAS platforms might present the only solution for
efficient remote sensing of vegetation in locations with frequent cloud cover, such as in the
sub- and maritime Antarctic and Arctic.
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On the other hand, there are also technical difficulties involved in operating UAS in
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Antarctica. The UAS electronic components are usually not designed for the cold
temperatures, particularly the performance and endurance of the batteries. Unexpected wind
gusts often impact upon the predefined flight trajectory of the UAS, which can introduce
geometric distortions of images acquired with an airborne spectral scanner. Very strong wind
gusts can potentially be destructive for small-size UAS airframes. Finally, our UAS
autopilots, which rely on GPS technology combined with a magnetometer, were unable to
operate under automatic navigation, most likely due to the local magnetic declination of 100°
West. Consequently, all UAS missions were operated manually within the line of sight over a
relatively small study area. Nonetheless, we recently integrated the micro-Hyperspec
pushbroom scanner with associated positioning and orientation sensors on a new multi-rotor
UAS airframe (DJI Matrice 600) and tested the platform’s ability to auto-navigated along
pre-defined flight lines. Also the most recent flight controllers repeatedly worked well when
deployed in polar regions. We are, therefore, confident that with future UAS image
acquisitions in Antarctica we are capable covering much larger areas based on auto-navigated
flights.

UAS FOR ECOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS: BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES
The field of ecological mapping with UAS platforms is rapidly developing, driven by the
availability of smaller, lighter sensors with improved performance. The potential use of UAS
technology in spatial ecology applications has been reviewed in Anderson & Gaston (2013).
In general, the key benefit of UAS remote sensing is the ability to collect ultra-high spatial
resolution imagery (pixel size < 10 cm), at required times and with multiple sensors covering
a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Such datasets can be collected at a relatively
low cost compared to deployment of a manned aircraft or acquisition of a very high
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resolution commercial satellite image. The main power of UAS in ecological sampling is
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their ability to bridge the existing scale gap between detailed field observations (usually
collected at small plots or along transects) and regional-to-global satellite observations. UAS
allow us to study patterns and processes at centimeter scales over spatial extents of several
hectares up to several square kilometers. This capability makes them an ideal tool for
validation and perhaps also calibration of air-/space borne sensors, their acquisitions and
products.
Colomina & Molina (2014), Pajares (2015) and Cracknell (2017) provide extensive

reviews on state-of-the-art UAS technology and regulations in the context of remote sensing
studies. Despite the noticeable benefits, a range of challenges needs to be resolved before
conducting UAS acquisition of scientific data. First, any safe UAS operation needs piloting
expertise and certification. In many countries, pilots are required to be legally certified for
UAS operations through a piloting course concluded by theoretical and practical tests.
Depending on local laws, UAS pilots have to keep the aircraft within visible line of sight,
below 400 ft (120 m), and under effective control at all times. In addition, weather and
environmental conditions such as strong winds (e.g. > 25 knot gusts), shadow-casting patchy
cloud cover, or the presence of protected wildlife (Hodgson & Koh 2016) can impose
limitations on the ability of UAS to collect data or to cover study areas of the required size.
Despite the technological advances enabling UAS platforms to fly for longer (e.g. 30 – 60
minutes), the limitation of keeping a UAS within visual line of sight results in a maximum
area that can be covered within a single flight of between 0.1 and 2 km2. The achievable
spatial extent also depends on the size and type of aircraft used, with fixed-wing UAS
generally able to cover larger areas than multi-rotor helicopters. Further advances in
technology and safety features will likely foster relaxation of some rules. For example, a sub2 kg weight class, introduced in Australia, USA, Canada and several European countries, has
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allowed relatively easy and flexible operations of small, light aircraft (Cunliffe et al. 2017).
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Considering recent advances in 3D mapping technology and miniaturization of optical
cameras, these lightweight UAS are becoming highly efficient and powerful remote sensing
data collection tools.

POTENTIALS IN METHOD ADVANCEMENTS

Although our remote sensing technique was developed for monitoring moss communities in
East Antarctica, it is also applicable to other small-stature vegetation communities. However,
further laboratory and/or field studies would be needed to relate changes in canopy
reflectance of different plant communities to appropriate stress traits with newly trained SVR
algorithms. Only then could UAS-acquired images be used to monitor other ground-hugging
vegetation communities, such as Arctic tundra (Bratsch et al. 2017). Such methods could also
be useful for monitoring global change driven greening/browning (Phoenix & Bjerke 2016),
shrub encroachments (Sturm et al. 2001), changes in high altitude montane range plant
communities (Pauli et al. 2012) or even the decline of biological soil crusts in deserts and
semiarid locations (Belnap 2003). While the stress traits Cab and ELD are appropriate for
many short stature plant communities, other estimates of canopy density, such as leaf area
index (LAI) or colony mass per area (Waite & Sack 2010) may be more suitable for complex
canopy architectures. Moreover, Cab is not the most suitable indicator for use with epilithic
moss and lichen communities characterized by photoprotective pigments that effectively
mask optical signals of chlorophylls. Further investigations of the unique spectral
characteristics of these communities might, however, enable their future methodological
inclusion. Application to structurally complex terrestrial vegetation, for instance rangelands,
woodlands and forests, requires a specific three-dimensional upscaling mechanism, which
takes into account the spectral and geometrical properties of the canopy components such as
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optical properties and density of trunks, angularity of branches, clumping and angularity of
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leaves, etc. Modern approaches, facilitating this leaf-to-canopy spectral and structural
upscaling, use so-called canopy radiative transfer models (Widlowski et al. 2015). These
graphically and computationally intensive algorithms simulate physical interactions of solar
irradiation, represented by photons or packets of photons, with biological material (i.e. plant
foliage and wood) arranged in structurally representative canopy shapes (e.g. GastelluEtchegorry et al. 2015). Databases of air-/space-borne data, simulated by the canopy radiative
transfer models, can be inverted to find quantitative inputs (Cab, LAI, etc.), which produce
the best spectral agreement between modeled and real remote sensing observations
(Malenovský et al. 2013; Verrelst et al. 2015).
Finally, the approach presented here has the potential to be coupled with other

complementary UAS remote sensing techniques, such as thermal mapping of plant foliage
surface temperature (Turner et al. 2014) and/or spectral sensing of photosynthesis-related
chlorophyll fluorescence emissions (Malenovský et al. 2009). Combination of these novel
remote sensing techniques opens up new opportunities for detailed monitoring of important
vegetation processes, for instance carbon assimilation and gross primary production, which
are highly relevant for comprehensive understanding of global cycles and many types of
environmental change.
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Table 1. Validation of support vector regressions trained for estimation of moss chlorophyll
content and effective leaf density from spectral remote sensing data using laboratory
measurements.
Validation indicator*
r2
d

Chlorophyll content
WV2
UAS
[relative]
0.52
0.54
0.84
0.85
−1
[nmol gdw ]
242.6
238.3
65.8
38.0
233.5
235.2

Effective leaf density
WV2
UAS
[relative]
0.50
0.55
0.82
0.86
-1
[leaves mm ]
1.9
1.8
1.1
0.8
1.5
1.6

RMSE
RMSES
RMSEU
* The performance of support vector regressions in estimating moss traits from spectrally clean
multispectral satellite WorldView-2 (WV2) and hyperspectral unmanned aircraft system (UAS) data
was evaluated by: coefficient of determination (r2) of expected linear regression between estimates
and measurements, index of agreement (d = 1.0 indicates perfect agreement, d = 0.0 complete
disagreement), and root mean square error (RMSE) with its systematic (RMSES) and unsystematic
(RMSEU) components (for detailed information see Willmott 1981).
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